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Der Kampf um Schottland und die Oesandtschaftreise Sir Francis
Walsingham im Jahre 1688. Von Dr. KABL STAHLIN. (Leipzig:
Tenbner. 1902.)

THIS volume of a hundred and seventy closely printed octavo pages gives
a detailed account of Sir Francis WaMngh&m's embassy to Scotland in
the autumn of 1583. As the embassy extended only to two months, it
will be seen that the author has allowed himself a sufficiently large
canvas. But the present volume, he tells us, is only the instalment of a
more important work. It is strange, he says in his preface, that
no biography has yet been written of one who, after Secretary Cecil,
was the most influential man in England. This desideratum he
has undertaken to supply ; and, if the promised biography be on the
same scale as the present instalment, we shall undoubtedly possess
one of the most imposing biographies that have been written of any
Englishman.

Dr. St&hlin has carried out his present task with all the thorough-
ness that generally distinguishes the work of his countrymen. It is only
after he has given a sketch of Scottish history from the Roman occu-
pation, and after a survey of the whole field of contemporary European
politics, that he addresses himself to his special subject, the mission of
WaMngham to the court of James VI of Scotland. As Dr. Stahlm
admirably shows, the year 1588 was a critical one alike for Scotland,
England, and Western Europe in general. About two months before
Walsingham started on his northern journey a revolution had occurred
in Scotland, in which all the great powers had special interests of their
own. By an unexpected stroke—the work, in a large degree,' of 11. de
Mainville, the French agent in Scotland—James bad given the slip to
the Ruthven Raiders, who for the previous ten months had governed
Scotland in the interests of presbyterianism and of England As things
now stood, the most powerful personage in Scotland was ti±& pseudo-
earl of Arran, whose past career had shown that he possessed the ability
and the audacity for the most desperate courses. What the revolution
meant for Scotland was the suppression of presbyterianism and an
attitude of wary hostility to England; and the opportunity was thus
created for which the Roman catholic powers of the continent had long
been anxiously looking. It was through Scotland that these powers could
hope to strike the deadliest blow against the arch-heretic Elizabeth ; and
the opportunity that now presented itself was not to be lost. The new
situation in Scotland was thus at once a ground of alarm to the advisers
of Elizabeth and of encouragement to Philip of Spain, to the pope, and
to the Guises, who among them had already a fully concocted scheme for
the invasion of England. But in reality, as Dr. Stahlin points out, the
danger to England was not so great as it seemed; the national jealousies
of the three parties effectually prevented them from acting in concert
against their intended victim. To Elizabeth and her advisers, however,
this safeguard for England's security could not have the force of a com-
forting conviction ; and in the possibility of James's joining their foreign
enemies they saw a serious menace which it was their urgent policy to
avert. It was to gain over James to England, therefore, that Walsing-
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ham, the astutest of Elizabeth's diplomatists, was despatched on his
mission to Scotland in the autumn of 1589.

Dr. Stahlin's detailed narrative of Walsingham's mission leads to the
same conclusion as the brief account of Mr. Fronde. From his estimate
of James's private character and of the state of parties in Scotland
Walsingham was convinced that his mission must be futile ; and the result
proved that he had perfectly understood the situation. The grand aim of
James's diplomacy was to secure his succession to the English throne, and
it was his deliberate game to play fast and loose with Elizabeth and her
enemies as each new crisis arose. Walsingham's mission failed, like so
many previous missions to Scotland; but, as Dr. Stahlin is careful to
indicate, these various attempts of Elizabeth's councillors to draw closer
the natural bonds between the two countries were not wholly in vain.
Political, religious, and geographical considerations alike made for union ;
bat to give these tendencies full effect mutual goodwill was essential;
and the repeated English embassies to the English court were the best
pledge that, on the part of England, such goodwill existed.

Dr. Stahlin has enhanced the value of his work by a number of
original documents which appear in his appendix. The most noteworthy
of these is one entitled' The General State of the Scottish Commonwealth,
with the Causes of their often Mutinies and other Disorders.' Its author
is unknown, but from internal evidence he appears to have been an
Englishman and a protestant. As a survey of Scottish society about the
period of Walsingham's visit it is both valuable and interesting; but the
report of a passing visitor must be taken with considerable reserves, and
the testimony of the writer is in many points at variance with other
authorities. In the excellent account of Scotland with which Dr.
Stahlin introduces his main narrative he has perhaps attached undue
importance to this anonymous document. P. HUME BBOWN.

The Great Marquess : Life and Times of Archibald, eighth Earl and first
and only Marquess of Argyll. By JOHN WEQIICOCK, B.D. (Edinburgh
and London: Oliphant, Anderson, & Ferrier. 1908.)

ME. WILLCOCK'S portly volume illustrates the difficulty, if not the im-
possibility, of presenting the period of the Covenant round a single
personality, however dominant and controlling. Nor can Mr. Willoock
be said to have succeeded in picturing Argyll as a dominant and control-
ling influence among his contemporaries. The marquess does not appear
to have been—at least Mr. Willcock gives us no valid ground for regarding
him as—a man of commanding genius. The battle-field, Mr. Willcock
admits, was not his mitier; and in other paths one detects in him no
power of initiative. Consistency, integrity of purpose, may perhaps be
allowed him, but he seems to have gone with the tide rather than to have
controlled it. One is driven to the conclusion, either that Mr. Willcock
has failed to do justice to Argyll, or that his influence was derived less
from his personal gifts than from the fact that he ohanced to be the Mac
Cailein Mor. As to his character, Mr. Willcock's pleading hardly serves
to convince his reader that the judgment of contemporaries, who dubbed
Argyll a ' subtle fox,' was altogether at fault. For all that, Mr. Willcock's
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